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Dear Tar Heels,
My name is Keshav Javvadi, and I am excited to announce that I am running to be your Student
Body President!

Ever since stepping foot on campus, I have known that if I could only do one thing at UNC, it would
be Student Government. I love helping other people, but advocating for students, solving important
issues, and giving back to my community are not just interests for me. They’re my purpose.

During my two years in the Undergraduate Senate, especially this past year as Speaker of the
Senate, I have been lucky enough to advocate for important issues in a variety of spaces, including
pushing for an increase in mental health services, working to ensure our honor system is a just and
equitable place for minority students, and planning out Wellness Days to suit the needs of students.

I’ve also met plenty of amazing people across our student government, ranging from people in our
executive branch to our honor system to our graduate and professional students. Befriending these
amazing people and learning about their experiences, both within and aside from student
government, has not only taught me a lot about how our large and complicated student government
works, but also about how varied the general Carolina experience is from person to person.

Through these experiences, however, I have also learned how disconnected the student body is
from student government. UNC has a long, terrible history with racism and discrimination, and
student government has a role in that as well. This has hurt the connection student government has
with the student body, especially low income and minority students.

This disconnect hurts all of us. When students are not involved in, engaged with, or at the very least
informed about student government, it makes our decision making and advocacy significantly
weaker. We can no longer make the best decisions on student issues because we don’t have enough
perspectives at the table. We need everyone in our student body to take part if we truly want to
make our time at Carolina the best we can not only for us, but for generations to come.
This is why, as I approach my last year here at UNC, I’m running to be Student Body President. I
want to include people from all the different parts of campus in Student Government to ensure we
are as accessible and representative as possible, and engage our whole campus in our governing
process so they hold us accountable and inform us of their needs. My tenure as the leader of our
legislative branch and resulting experience with and knowledge of student government will be
essential in fulfilling this vision. If we ensure no student’s voice is ever left unheard, together, we
can create an incredible Carolina experience for all.

But we can’t do this without your help. Implementing our vision is going to take all of us working
together, pushing for our next year at Carolina to be more safe, equitable, just, and accessible as the
last. If my story, vision, and qualifications appeal to you, please take the time to visit our website at
javvadiforsbp.com and sign our petition so we can be on the ballot, and vote Keshav Javvadi for
Student Body President on February 23rd. Thank you, and Go Heels!
Sincerely,

Keshav Javvadi
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Equity, Accessibility, and Justice

4

Gender-Based Violence and Harassment
According to the 2019 AAU Campus Climate Survey, more than one third of undergraduate women
at UNC have experience sexual assault. Even one instance is unacceptable but the sheer
pervasiveness of gender-based violence at UNC indicates a culture of sexual violence within our
community and a failure in the University’s commitment to student safety. We are determined to
ensure UNC protects all of its students against gender-based violence and harassment and
committed to becoming better allies to survivors.

External Review Board for Incidents of Gender-Based
Violence and Harassment
There are ongoing student government efforts to create an external review board for incidents of
gender-based violence and harassment. To ensure both perpetrators and the University are held
accountable, we will continue to support the creation of such a board and:
•

•
•

•
•

Extend board membership opportunities to cultural organizations on campus, Delta
Advocates, Healthy Heels Ambassadors, members of Undergraduate Student Government,
Campus Y, and UNC staff.
Anonymize submissions of incidents to the board.
Demand transparency regarding accountability and compliance with Title IX guidelines
and/or Non-Discrimination guidelines. Members and organizations who are found to have
broken Title IX guidelines and/or Non-Discrimination guidelines will be officially censured.
Require 100% completion of HAVEN and ONE ACT training for all members of IFC and
Panhellenic fraternities and sororities.
Work closely with UNC Administration to devise a code of conduct that holds student
organizations accountable for instances of sexual misconduct and racism, while maintaining
boundaries appropriate for a student advisory board under the University’s jurisdiction.

Increase Visibility for Essential Resources
Resources such as the Safe at UNC website, Carolina Ready Safety App, Safewalk, TransLoc, and
After Dark all ensure the safety and wellness of our students, yet not all of them are well-known. To
both publicize these resources and make them more accessible, we will:
•
•
•

Compile all the information, websites, and links for each resource into one easily accessible
website dedicated to student safety.
Add QR codes to the back of OneCards that will be linked to this website.
We will develop content-warning mechanisms for Alert Carolina to ensure that survivors of
gender-based violence and harassment can protect their mental health. Additionally, we
will work with Alert Carolina to allow students to opt out of receiving messages that report
gender-based violence.
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Increasing Haven and One Act Trainings
HAVEN and One Act are trainings geared toward helping allies support survivors and preventing
gender-based harassment, assault, or violence in the first place. We will work to require these
important trainings for UNC students, faculty, and staff members. To establish these trainings and
the knowledge they provide as a norm on campus, we will:
•

•

Allow students to opt out of trainings through an accessible online form, rather than
directly emailing the Title IX office, in order to accommodate students who may be
triggered by the content of the module.
Advocate for longer and more comprehensive One Act training for members of Greek life at
UNC, rather than the shortened version currently required of them.

Publicize Carolina Ready Safety App
The Carolina Ready Safety App allows students to share their location with friends, alert emergency
responders, and report potentially unsafe events. We hope to increase the number of downloads for
this app dramatically. To do this, we plan to:
•
•
•

Encourage professors to include information about the app on syllabi,
Ensure that the app is publicized at first-year orientation,
Highlight the app on safety/wellness social media accounts.

Furthermore, to ensure the anonymity of submissions, we will work with ITS and Administration to
guarantee that the Ready Safety App is secure.
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Racial and Minority Equity
Racial and minority justice is one of the most pressing issues we face as a community today,
especially within UNC. This university was built on stolen land by slaves, and that is a history that
we continue to live with today in the form of systemic racism and oppression of our marginalized
students. Our administration will work tirelessly to advocate for minority students, to ensure they
are represented within student government spaces, and to dismantle the barriers to justice and
equal opportunity they face. The Javvadi Administration will implement these following policies to
ensure we achieve our goals.

Confronting Carolina’s Racist Past and Present
Fostering an inclusive environment on campus requires a collective acknowledgement of both our
university’s past and present racist actions and policies. In accordance with this, we will:
•

•

•

•

Open a public survey on day one of our administration, gauging public feedback on the state
of race and equity on our campus and what Carolina can do better to serve our marginalized
students. We hope to reach all racial and ethnic groups on campus and gain as much
information as possible about all matters that are important to students so that any
initiative proposed by Student Government will serve to move us closer towards equity and
justice.
Work with the UNC Admissions Office and Carolina Ambassadors to advocate the inclusion
of the Unsung Founders monument, the Carolina Hall Contextualization entryway, and other
important historical locations as optional stops on welcome and visiting student tours.
Look to consult and collaborate with the Black Student Movement, Black Congress, and the
year-long commission dedicated since November 20th to an exploration of the events
surrounding Black Chapel Hill native James Cates’s murder by known white supremacists to
petition for a plaque in commemoration of Cates outside of the Student Union.
Consult and collaborate with all cultural groups on campus in order to the unique struggles
each student faces on campus in relation to racial discrimination and prejudice. From these
talks, we will outline a comprehensive plan to address these systemic barriers that focuses
on pressuring administration and faculty to be proactive when it comes to recognizing and
fixing injustices.

Ensuring Diversity in Student Government
We cannot claim to champion equitable and just policies without including those that the policies
affect in the decision-making process. To accomplish our goal of ensuring an accessible and diverse
student government, we pledge to:
•

Actively reach out to all minority communities on campus to publicize applications for all
positions within our administration to ensure we reach as broad a range of members as
possible
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•
•

Create committees and boards that all reflect a diversity of experience and perspective to
ensure our decisions are being made as holistically as possible
Implement a new robust Communications Taskforce that will work to ensure transparency
and publicity in the administration so all students can hold us accountable for the work that
we do (see more in Student Government Engagement)

External Review Board for Incidents of Minority
Discrimination
The current policies and institutions in place to handle instances of discrimination at UNC are both
underutilized and underdeveloped. The combination between the lack of awareness on how to
report instances of discrimination at UNC and the lack of student input when dealing with cases of
discrimination creates an inefficient structure that utterly fails to seriously address both individual
and structural problems. To address this, we will:
•

•

Work with the Equal Opportunity and Compliance office (EOC) to create a committee of
students that will act as their liaison to the student body. This committee will give input to
the on how to handle discrimination cases and provide additional context for reports filed
Publicize and promote the accessible online form for reporting instances of discrimination
to the EOC, rather than having students directly email staff and administrators

Legal Resources for Undocumented Students
Undocumented students currently have to pay out-of-state tuition for college and are ineligible for
federal financial aid (including federal loans, grants, and federal work-study programs), as they are
classified for those purposes as international students. In addition to this heavy financial burden,
many undocumented students face xenophobia, ostracization, and an inability to obtain resources
at UNC that truly help. To better support these students, we will:
•

•
•

Work with UndocuCarolina to promote greater outreach to undocumented students who
may be unfamiliar with existing resources, as well as create safe spaces for undocumented
students to engage with faculty or peers in learning about the resources available to them.
Create a support group for undocumented students through the Multicultural Health
Program.
Build upon existing resources such as Mi Pueblo, LatinxED, and other organizations to
provide mental health support for undocumented students.

Boosting College Applications from URMs
Under-Represented Minorities face many issues when it comes to applying to college, the largest of
which are awareness and financial based. In a commitment to fostering and protecting diversity, we
will work to increase applications from under-represented minorities to Chapel Hill by:
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•
•

•
•

Advocating for providing scholarship money for first generation students through the
Lookout Scholars Program in order to make attending UNC more accessible to all students.
Reinstating the resources provided within the Finish Line Project (such as self-assessment,
community partnerships, advising, etc.) The program targeted key problems for firstgeneration applicants by reaching out to students through self-assessments, building
community, partnering with Native American Tribes, investing in retention rates amongst
STEM students, and developing programs to help rural students.
Ensure that other ambassador programs serving the needs of under-represented minorities,
such as Project Uplift, receive the resources they deserve.
Work with the Office of Admissions to change the University's priorities for applications,
recognizing the well-documented and researched disparities that exist for non-white and
low-income students.

Increasing Implicit Bias Trainings

Student leaders across campus have a large influence over student life at UNC. Due to this influence,
student leaders must be held responsible for ensuring a culture that ensures justice for all students.
University administrators share this responsibility as the people with the most direct influence
over university policy. We will advocate for all student leaders and university staff to engage with
and remove the implicit biases that are common in our community. To accomplish this, we will:
•

•

Follow the model of existing Safe Zone and HAVEN trainings for LGBTQ+ awareness and
sexual assault to develop and implement an implicit bias training specifically for student
leaders, including members of Student Government and Honor Court.
Ensure university faculty and administrators collaborate with students and ensure that
faculty are not only completing equity-centered trainings, but that those trainings reflect a
consensus between staff, faculty, and students on the meanings and implications of systemic
racism and discrimination in higher education.

Transparency in the Renaming Process

The names of many buildings on campus serve as monuments to racism in the Carolina community
and must be changed. Now that the Board of Trustees has lifted the moratorium on renaming
buildings, we will:
•
•
•

Collaborate with the renaming committee to develop a transparent and accessible policy to
rename campus buildings
Give the student body decision-making power over new building names through student
government representation and informal referenda to vote on and submit names
Work with the Chancellor and student representatives on the committee to ensure the
information is as public and transparent as possible
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LGBTQ+ and Gender Discrimination
Discrimination against the LGBTQ+ community is far too prevalent in our community, both
explicitly in the form of homophobic and transphobic remarks about members of the community,
and implicitly in the form of lack of respect for preferred names and pronouns and availability of
bathrooms. Our administration will advocate tirelessly on behalf of LGBTQ+ students to ensure
UNC is a safe and welcoming space for them.

Designated Funding for the Center

The LGBTQ Center at Carolina connects LGBTQ+ students at Carolina with emergency counseling,
social events, and a voice of advocacy to administration. They furthermore provide crucial
education programming to the University, facilitating UNC’s SafeZone and advocacy programming
in the Pit. Despite this important work, the LGBTQ Center had been left with minimal funding, even
before the Covid-19 Pandemic, through which the Center staff continued to fulfill critical support
for Carolina’s LGBTQ+ students. Currently, the LGBTQ Center is seeking designated, recurring
funding from the University, as well as pursuing support from private entities such as Carolina
Pride Alumni Network. To support the LGBTQ Center’s important advocacy work for students, we
will;
•

•

Ask that the LGBTQ Center be given a designated annual budget. The budget should be
comprehensive and comparable with our peer institutions.
Advocate that the University Development Office focus its attention on raising money
specifically for the LGBTQ Center to meet its new designated budget.

Respect for Preferred Names

Transgender individuals often change their names after coming out, making their “dead names”
sources of trauma and discomfort. Representing a difficult and removed part of their past, this
name is no longer part of their identity and should be recognized as such by the University. While
ConnectCarolina provides an option for preferred names, the current preferred name feature is not
downloaded automatically to third-party vendors, leading to their dead name being used commonly
at the University. Students’ personal experiences tell they confront their dead name in every email
from Student Stores, and frequently from professors, despite roll calls supposedly prioritizing
preferred names. To better serve transgender individuals, we will:
•

•

Advocate that ConnectCarolina, the information system of priority at Carolina, to have a
preferred name feature that will automatically be used for all possible university
information systems. We recognize that OneCards serve as legal forms of identification, thus
the University will have to organize its system in a way that prioritizes preferred names in
all instances except OneCard authorization. However, we maintain our commitment that
this is the best way to respect Carolina students, since there are significant financial and
social barriers to legally changing one's name.
Advocate that the University expand and its legal services for changing names. We will work
with Carolina Student Legal Services to both publicize its services and ensure that their staff
can offer assistance with the name changing process.
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•

Ensure professors are informed on how to provide roll calls that use preferred names.
Multiple reports of failure to comply should result in punitive action. The Student Stores
systems should likewise be changed to operate with preferred names.

Housing Scholarship for LGBTQ+ Students

On page 246 of the UNC System policy manual, there is a policy prohibiting UNC system schools
from assigning students to housing according to their gender identity. Transgender individuals are
often mandated to live with roommates that do not match their gender identity, and many
experience discomfort and harassment in interactions with housing partners who do not respect
their gender identity. To provide transgender individuals at UNC with the option of a safe and
comfortable place of housing, we will:
•

•

Collaborate with the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid, the Carolina Pride Alumni
Network, and the LGBTQ Center to establish the funding for an LGBTQ+ specific housing
scholarship. The scholarship will allow for LGBTQ+ students who face uncomfortable or
discriminatory housing practices to acquire safer and more comfortable housing
arrangements off-campus.
Collaborate with students to devise a system of scholarship distribution and identitycentered financial aid that is equitable.

More Gender-Neutral Restrooms

Generally used only by those who are gender-affirming, gender-neutral restrooms offer some of the
safest restroom facilities for binary transgender individuals, and the only safe restroom for nonbinary individuals. The Facilities Services page for Carolina Finance and Operations website lists
323 gender-neutral restrooms at Carolina, however these include restrooms that are either in
residence halls or locked for staff use only. Student contributions also detail that gender-neutral
restrooms are not easy to find or accessible. It is a basic gesture of decency that all Carolina
students have adequate access to safe and accessible restrooms.
•

•

We advocate that Facilities services maintain two lists of gender-neutral restrooms, one
that accounts for all facilities and another that accounts for facilities that are reasonably
accessible to the average student. We believe that both of these lists are important, one for
planning which restrooms can most easily be converted to gender-neutral restrooms, and
another for accurately informing students of where they can use the restroom.
We will strategize with UNC Facilities to ensure that there is an easily accessible genderneutral restroom in every academic and service building at Carolina. Without a more
practical guide to gender-neutral restrooms at UNC, it is difficult to estimate the
undertaking necessary to make this a reality, however we believe it is an important aspect
to university life. We will commit to educating faculty on the disparity between the number
of gender-neutral restrooms and their realistic accessibility, and will help Facilities to
determine which buildings are in most desperate need of gender-neutral restrooms to make
student life.
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Accessibility
Accessibility extends beyond those with what we see as disabilities being able to participate but
encompasses a new mindset in which the ways that we assess and assume abilities of individuals is
not designed to fairly assess or admit all individuals. Accessibility assesses not whether we can
make special circumstances for specific individuals, but whether or not our designs incorporate
their participation from the beginning. We advocate that the following policies would not only
provide for myriads of student disabilities, but create a more accessible campus for all students:
•
•
•

All classes should have asynchronous components if possible, with a requirement of closed
captioning on all remote lectures or transcriptions of all remote lectures
ARS resources should be easily available, and attempts should be made to inform students
about the different types of ARS resources during orientation
Increasing transparency around the process for reporting discrimination against those with
disabilities.

Neurodivergent Accessibility
Neurodivergence describes the many different ways that some people process the world and think
differently than what is considered “neurotypical” or normal in our society. While this diversity in
thought and sensory processing is beautiful and leads to greater creativity and critical engagement
with our world, it is often not compatible with the University environment that prioritizes some
neurological traits over others. This leads to an inaccessible environment for those with conditions
such as ADHD, autism, and other sensory processing disorders, which often contribute to or are
connected to other mental health conditions. To protect these students, we will:
•

•

Advocate that all University components that can be asynchronous be asynchronous. Many
lectures at UNC do not center student discussion and are instead lecture-style. All of these
classes should have the option of being completed asynchronously, so that students who
have episodic symptoms or prolonging effects can complete their work at their own pace.
The lectures should furthermore have closed captioning that better allows for students who
have difficulty focusing auditorily can read along.
Advocate for ARS resources to be made more visible and accessible. While students are
often aware that all universities provide accommodations for disability, neurological
diversity is not always included as a disability like it is at Carolina. We will advocate that
New Student and Family Programs inform students at orientation of ARS and all of the
services it provides, such as extended deadlines and flexible attendance. Students should be
informed of the qualifications for these accommodations, and how the University assists
students in receiving the qualifications, such as grant money for ADHD testing.
Furthermore, student accounts have told of ARS being disinviting when they inquired about
the various resources available at ARS, some students being told that accommodations are
not like a “shopping list” to be chosen from. Such language and behavior are trivializing of
students’ experiences, and all ARS individuals should have clear expectations to treat
students like informed adults who have a right to know the services available to them.
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•

•

We will advocate to make the process for receiving ADHD, ASD, ADD, and Specific Learning
Disorder screening more accessible. The process is lengthy, requiring three essays with
minimum word requirements and invasive questions. For students who ask for relief from
writing intensive courses or flexible deadlines, this seems counter-productive to providing
care. Furthermore, the language within the application itself is not compassionate towards
individuals who are seeking accommodations. We will collaborate with students who need
these resources to develop a process that is more inclusive and approachable.
We will furthermore collaborate with Disability Advocates and Student Wellness to create a
safe space for neurodivergent individuals.

Mobility Accessibility
Infrastructure across our country is too often planned solely with the perspective of able-bodied
access. Our administration will advocate strongly for mobility accessibility on campus by pushing
to:
•

•

Continue to work with Housing to create a priority system to ensures that students who
need to live in ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) compliant housing can choose
between several options to best fit their need
Explore the option to build a new, generously accessible building on North Campus, that
would help students be located closer to their needs

Visual and Hearing Accessibility
The Javvadi Administration will work to ensure that students with visual and hearing accessibility
needs are accommodated and have the resources they need to succeed at UNC. To fulfill this goal,
we will push to:
•
•
•
•
•

Require Marketing/Communications/External Affairs Officers of registered student
organizations to undergo ARS Web Accessibility Basics training
All classes should have asynchronous components if possible
Push for requirement of closed captioning on all remote lectures or transcriptions of all
remote lectures
Make ARS resources easily available
Push to inform students about the different types of ARS resources during orientation and

Promoting ARS Trainings
Diversity and inclusion training is promoted for all positions of student leadership, but often falls to
the responsibility of organization captains or designated inclusion chairs. Inclusion, however, is a
process that is the responsibility of all organization members.
•

We will advocate that all marketing and social media chairs for organizations take the ARS
training on making websites and social media posts accessible.
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Affordability
Article IX, Section 9 of the North Carolina Constitution states, “The General Assembly shall provide
that the benefits of The University of North Carolina and other public institutions of higher
education, as far as practicable, be extended to the people of the State free of expense.” With 22% of
UNC students facing low or very low food insecurity and graduate and professional students
making below a living wage, we are far from achieving this constitutional requirement. Money
should never be a barrier to any student’s academic achievement at this university, let alone their
basic needs, and we plan to continue to break down any monetary barriers here.

Implement Long-Term Solutions for Access Code and
Textbook Affordability
The mission of every student at UNC is to take classes and earn a degree, but students are
negatively impacted by financial barriers in the form of costly textbooks and mandatory access
codes for virtual content. These essential resources are notoriously expensive and, even if renting
or buybacks are available, costs are rarely recouped. To open up Carolina’s lauded education to
every student, members of the Executive Branch and Undergraduate Senate have worked to lobby
for Textbook Pledge and Access Code resolutions, with the former already being passed under my
tenure as Speaker of the Senate. To continue pushing for affordability in this field, we will:
•
•

•

•

Continue to lobby for the passing of the Access Code resolution
Implement both resolutions by meeting with University administrators, UNC Student
Stores, the UNC Faculty Council, and various corporate representatives. This will set a clear
precedent for student engagement in educational matters and allow students to convey
their grievances and concerns in regards to faculty and administration decisions.
Research more accessible alternatives to expensive resources and to find a balance between
the financial needs of students and the rigor requirements of professors. This will include
valuing cheaper, older textbooks, requiring greater evaluation of the merit of newer
options, and encouraging use of low-cost online resources.
Work with University Libraries to work on publisher agreements and interlibrary loans to
make these systems more economically efficient. This will also include working to help get
faculty directly involved in resource decisions.

Promote the Carolina Immersion Fund (CIF)
CIF will provide students with need-based funding to cover membership fees, travel costs,
uniform/costume expenses, and anything else a student in an organization may need to cover in
order to allow every student to explore their interests and get involved with the Carolina
community. In accordance with its mission to remove the financial barriers that prevent some
students from receiving the full Carolina experience, we will support the Affordability Committee in
advertising, running, and funding the Carolina Immersion Fund.
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•

•

We will represent the interests of CIF in meetings with University administration to
promote greater awareness of student organization costs and University support beyond
basic needs.
We will lay a strong foundation for CIF through connecting the fund with donors and
creating resources for students to learn about CIF and other needs’ funds at UNC.

Increased Access to Healthy, Affordable Food Options
We believe that every person has the right to a variety of healthy food options at affordable prices.
At UNC, even this basic right can be impinged, resulting in studies that find that up to 21% of UNC
students report food insecurity, with numbers growing significantly for specific groups within UNC.
Food insecurity shows negative impacts on academic performance, social engagement, and quality
of life that is inacceptable.
•

•
•
•

•

The Administration will work to deal with the ‘food desert’ in UNC’s South Campus by
working with Housing and Carolina Dining Services (CDS) to lobby for and construct new,
affordable dining options.
o Changes will be made to promote safety and accessibility for students to have easier
access both during the day and at night.
o Transportation issues will be reevaluated, with the options for more direct lines to
supermarkets for students without vehicles being a priority.
We will work with CDS and the Office of the Dean of Students on creating a Basic Needs
Task Force and increasing publicity of Emergency Meal Plan options.
We will work with CDS Student Dining Board on the 2021 dining contracts to lobby for an
increased variety of meals to fit all diets
The Administration will work to upkeep Real Food Challenge standards while also working
to increase UNC’s say in Real Food Standards and encouraging the support of more local
farms.
The Administration will work to implement an official meal swipe-sharing system to
increase access to food for all students, which will require meeting directly with CDS
contractors and working together with the Division of Finance and Operations.

Student Employment and Financial Aid
The University has been placed under significant financial strain due to the pandemic, and COVID19 along with an already failing budget has meant the University will be making budget cuts, with
personnel being one of the target areas. Given that the pandemic has affected people with lowincome jobs and students of low socioeconomic status disproportionately, the Javvadi
administration plans to:
•

•

Advocate for work-study students and student staff involved in all areas of UNC to ensure
that jobs and financial support remain available even as the University moves to cut
personnel expenses
Advocate for minimal furloughs and layoffs of low-income workers, instead focusing on
salary cuts higher up the income ladder
15

Campus Connections
As part of its broader mission to serve the Carolina community and increase awareness of Student
Government activities and opportunities for student involvement, we will work to meet with other
organizations on campus that work with need-based students, basic needs’ support, and diversity
and inclusion to ensure the Administration stays on top of ongoing and new Affordability
challenges.
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Mental Health
According to the National College Health Assessment survey, from 2016-2017 90.2% of
undergraduate students felt overwhelmed, 37% felt so depressed it was difficult to function, and
11.1% seriously considered suicide. The health of our students should always come first, and if the
expectations our students are given lead to suicidal thoughts, UNC needs a new approach to
education. We are strongly committed to putting the health of students first and ensuring students
have a strong support system while also dismantling some of the structures in place that cause or
increase anxiety and depression in students.

Focus Groups to Help Improve CAPS
While personal experiences with therapy vary from person-to-person, Counseling and
Psychological Services has a general reputation of not fulfilling the needs of students. However, this
may stem from a misunderstanding of the function of CAPS, which is meant to be a short-term
therapy option. The expectation of CAPS from amongst students is detrimental enough that peer
advice for incoming university students is often to seek other resources. We recognize this
disconnect in the services CAPS is providing and student response to those services. In order to
help improve student experience, we will:
•

•

Create bi-annual focus groups that allow students who have utilized CAPS to communicate
with CAPS administration about their experience, what they appreciated and what they feel
can be improved.
Create an anonymous student forum where students may issue complaints and questions to
CAPS on the services they offer in hopes of providing better care.

Secure More Funding for CAPS
Many students have and will continue to utilize CAPS for their mental health needs, and the impacts
of COVID will continue to put a strain on the already limited resources CAPS has available to them.
Additionally, students of color need support from individuals who understand their experiences.
Increasing funding for CAPS will allow for the 4 Black psychologists CAPS hired last year to stay on
board and support Black students for the foreseeable future. We will support CAPS by:
•

•

Creating a CAPS fund allowing private donors to specifically donate to CAPS to improve
existing group therapy programs, increase wages, and hire therapists of diverse
backgrounds. A fund would allow for donors to the University to specifically support the
mental health and well-being of students by providing more comprehensive mental health
services.
Advocating for the increase in student fees through SFAC, passed under Keshav’s tenure as
Speaker of Student Senate, as the fee increase is presented before the Board of Governors.
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Mandate Mental Health Providers by Department
CAPS has largely operated externally to the various departments and schools. The different
academic departments at UNC often place different academic and institutional stressors on
students, beyond attracting different types of students. In response to the different needs of
different academic students, CAPS should be integrated into the academic organization of the
university.
•

•

We will advocate for internal CAPS integration by also placing counselors and clinicians
within these academic units. These CAPS staff members can “localize” mental health
services and be a direct contact for individuals in that specific department or school. By
tailoring mental health to the specific culture and needs of each department/school,
students can have a personalized entry point to accessing mental health services and
potentially connect with additional services.
“Localized” mental health professionals in each academic unit would also integrate mental
health awareness into the academic fabric of the University.

Guides for Navigating Mental Health Withdrawal
The withdrawal process can be confusing to navigate for any student. We recognize this as a source
of unnecessary distress to students whose circumstances have already led them to withdraw. In
order to make the withdrawal process less overwhelming for students, we will:
•
•

Create a comprehensive guide that provides all information regarding the withdrawal
process, including the different options for withdrawing and how to withdraw.
Create a peer support role that allows students to have another student guide them through
the process step by step. Students seeking withdrawal will remain anonymous, and
withdrawal supporters will be Mental Health first Aid trained students that answer
questions and help students on a case-by-case basis.

Mutual Aid Fund
We recognize the various barriers to entry for mental health resources. Previous administrations
have garnered funding for transportation to off-campus mental health services. Our administration
wants to broaden the imagination for resources by establishing a mutual aid fund for these services
and educating students on how to select providers that can meet their mental health needs.
•

•

Such a fund would be actively and solely governed by the students making use of this fund.
Student Government would provide resources and guidance for its creation, but ultimately,
we accept that no outside body is representative enough to fully understand how to
appropriate its resources.
We will create guides that outline local mental health providers, the different types of
therapy modalities, and how to navigate health insurance.
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RA Trainings
Previous administrations have attempted to tackle this problem and have unfortunately not been
able to implement mandatory Mental Health First Aid Trainings for Resident Advisors. Resident
Advisors are the first point of contact for a crisis in a student dorm. While RA’s currently receive
mental health training, the Mental Health First Aid training is a national, credible and
comprehensive training that prepares people for any mental health crisis. In order to mandate this
for all RA’s, we will:
•
•

•

Collaborate with the school of social work to provide a framework for meeting the demand
for Mental Health First Aid training.
Reach a consensus with Carolina Housing and Residence Hall Association on the necessity of
training RAs for mental health response and establishing Mental Health First Aid training as
a part of their commitment to caring for students.
Collaborate with the Residence Hall Association to establish funds for training RAs.
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University Integrity, Accountability,
and Transparency
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Student Government Engagement
If you asked ten UNC students if they knew what student government was up to, eight of them
would probably have no idea, one of them might remember that the Senate gave their club funding
last semester, and the tenth would probably be in student government. But with all the important
decisions and work that student government leaders take part in, it’s essential that our student
body be either informed about or involved in these decisions. We cannot claim to be representative
of the students if we don’t have adequate representation from the student body, especially
marginalized communities. This is why our campaign’s number one priority is ensuring that we
reach out to students of all walks of life on campus to include them in SG and ensure we represent
their needs.

Junior Advisors

Many students on campus have ideas that would either improve existing practices at the University
or implement new ones but may not know where to start or how to turn this project into a reality.
We believe that innovation like this should be encouraged, and that students with ideas should be
able to retain ownership of those ideas. That’s why we’ll be opening a new position within the
Executive Branch titled “Junior Advisors”. Junior Advisors will:
•
•
•
•

Have no prior experience in SG to encourage general student involvement in SG
Apply to the position with a project or policy idea they would like to pursue
Have the support of existing SG members and new applicants
Will serve for one year

Heel Life Districts
While the heart of our campaign is centered around student engagement and outreach, the
Executive Branch is not the sole branch responsible for this outreach. The Javvadi Administration
will work closely with the Undergraduate Senate to coordinate outreach efforts, and one of the
ways we can accomplish that is by implementing Heel Life District pages.
•

•
•

These pages will group together all students of a certain district with their Senators in that
district, so the students have a direct point of contact with their Senators and the Senators
have a direct email chain with the students
These pages will be regularly monitored by Senators
Information that Undergraduate Student Government would like to publicize to the student
body will be posted on official SG accounts as well as sent through these listservs

Mandatory Club Outreach
Student organizations are central to the student experience at UNC and shape student life, which is
why it is important that the leaders of these student organizations are in contact with SG officials.
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These leaders can help spread important SG information by word of mouth and inform SG about the
needs of students. To achieve this communication, we will:
•
•

•

Assign all student organizations at UNC to SG members
Require that these SG members meet with these organizations at least once to gain a better
understanding of the needs of the organization
Ensure that SG officials remain in constant contact with these organizations to ensure
accessibility

Revamping Communications Taskforce
The Undergraduate Secretary is currently in charge of the Communications Taskforce, a committee
tasked with publicizing Student Government work and spearheading outreach efforts. This group is
going to be one of the most important committees within SG for our administration because of its
crucial role in outreach and engagement, so these are the steps we will take to ensure the taskforce
functions at its peak:
•
•

•
•

Divide the taskforce into Outreach, Public Relations, and Technology teams
Outreach is charged with maintaining SG connection with the student body, and will have
statistics students to help us conduct surveys to gain student feedback
Public Relations will be divided into a social media team and a graphics team that will work
together to ensure SG can effectively publicize its events
Technology will be responsible for video editing, website maintenance, and innovating ways
SG can incorporate technology into day-to-day operations to help us run more efficiently

Election Information Sessions
To achieve true representation, we need to ensure students all across campus are well informed of
the opportunities available to them to get involved in student government. Whenever elections roll
around, student government should make an active effort to educate students about the positions
up for election. To achieve this, we will work with Undergraduate Senate and GPSF Senate to
•

Pass legislation that mandates Board of Elections information sessions in the week before
the candidate’s meeting discussing what student government does and allowing students to
ask questions to student government members

Website Resources
UNC provides a lot of different resources for students, whether those be for financial aid, academic
advising, mental health, or anything else. However, these resources are very scattered and can often
be hard to find. To rectify this, we will:
•

Recruit a strong website team and work to centralize links many resources as possible on
one page of the Student Government’s website.
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GPSF
The representation of graduate and professional students on campus is very important to me as a
candidate - graduate and professional students (GAPS) make up more than a third of the student
population at UNC, yet they are so often overlooked in important student government discussions.
Now, you might look at this section and think “well, why do you have so few points for GPSF
policy?” These points are the unique ones listed under GPSF because all other issues we would have
written about - affordability, racial justice, gender-based violence and harassment, among others are all already issues that affect both constituencies. A truly GPSF inclusive approach to our policy
would not be having a separate policy point for each area under GPSF, but rather incorporating the
voices of GAPS across all policy areas already listed. That being said, there are specific issues that
uniquely affect GAPS that we plan on working with the GPSF president to address, listed below.

Collaborative Governing
As mentioned above, almost all of the issues and policies discussed in our platform affect both GAPS
and undergraduate students. As it is the Student Body President’s job to represent both
constituencies, it is essential that the SBP play an important role in ensuring collaboration between
the two halves of student government so we can collectively act as one united front. In order to
achieve this, the Javvadi Administration will:
•
•
•

Always include graduate and professional students in spaces where important decisions
concerning constituents are being made
Maintain constant contact with the GPSF President to ensure collaborative relationship
Ensure that committees working on policy projects collaborate with their GPSF
counterparts to make those policies inclusive of all students

Advocate for Graduate Student Representative on the
Board of Trustees
Graduate and professional students are not adequately advocated for on the Board of Trustees,
even though they comprise over ⅓ of UNC students, but the Javvadi Administration will push for
the Graduate and Professional Student Federation President to have a seat at the table as the
Moseley Administration has started to do.
•

•

The Director of State and External Affairs and Director of SEA State Relations will work with
the University administration to add this seat, allowing for two students to represent both
student bodies on the Board of Trustees.
The Javvadi Administration will ensure that the Liaison to the Association of Student
Governments is chosen by representatives from both the Undergraduate and Graduate
student bodies in order to promote more representative policies from the Association of
Student Governments.
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•

SEA will lobby with the North Carolina General Assembly to pass legislation in favor of
representation for GPSF students on the BOT

Living Wages
Our graduate and professional students are hardworking individuals that are under loads of stress
to advance their degrees. With an already stressful workload and sometimes busy family lives, it is
crucial that we as a university support these students financially by at least paying them a living
wage and providing emergency financial support. To advocate for this, our administration plans on:
•
•

Working with GPSF to increase the size and awareness of the GPSF emergency fund
Advocating for graduate and professional students to receive a living wage in the form of a
stipend so they can support themselves, their families, and meet their needs such as rent,
utilities, and food without stress

Fee Assistance
Through a program started by Provost Blouin, UNC covered the fees of many graduate and
professional TAs and RAs. Helping our graduate and professional students pay school fees in a time
when they are already financially burdened will ensure the mental, financial, and physiological
well-being of our students. Continuing the work of the Collins Administration, the Javvadi
Administration will
•

Work with the university and GPSF members to plan a program that will help cover the fees
of additional GAPS in the face of the budget cuts the university is going through

Dental Insurance
Dental care is an essential, yet expensive component of an individual’s healthcare costs that is not
currently covered for GAPS under their benefits. We pledge to:
•

Work with the university and GPSF members to include dental care as part of the benefits
package GAPS receive at UNC
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Academic Affairs
At the end of the day, we are all here at Carolina to get an education. And while Carolina takes pride
in being a challenging university, there is a difference between academic rigor and unnecessary
obstacles that place undue stress and anxiety on students. The path to earning a degree should be
challenging and rewarding, not hostile and depressing. This is why we firmly believe that the
following policies, as well as strong advocacy across the board throughout our administration, will
help significantly improve the lives of students here at UNC.

Ensure that Course Features are Mandatory
For years, students have been expected to register for classes without a clear idea of course
expectations and grading components. The current “Class Features” section on ConnectCarolina,
although instituted shortly before the Spring 2021 registration period, is currently only optional
and not widely utilized by UNC professors. To better inform students of courses before they enroll
in them, we will:
•

•

Work to make “Class Features” mandatory for all courses uploaded to ConnectCarolina. This
will alleviate much of the pre-course anxiety students face during the registration period, as
well as ensure students are better prepared academically, mentally, and emotionally for any
course they take.
Facilitate discussions with the Office of Faculty Governance in order to reach consensus on
what course and syllabus information may be made available to students on “Class
Features” without endangering faculty members’ rights to intellectual property and privacy.

Push for Increased Accessibility of Part-Time Studies and
University Withdrawals
Over the past year, our needs as students have become more apparent than ever as financial,
mental, and physical barriers to learning have been exposed or exacerbated by the COVID-19
pandemic. Many policies and attitudes regarding part-time studies and fewer credit hours have
been adapted to meet the circumstances students face. Such policies include allowing more leniency
to part-time studies by allowing students to study part-time for one semester instead of two and
the addition of an underload option for all undergraduates. These barriers are underlying issues
that will persist post-pandemic, and as such, we will:
•

•

Work with University administrators to allow many of these policies to continue
indefinitely, and have continuous conversations among students, staff, and faculty on how
to amend them.
Push the University to clarify part-time policies to specifically allow students to transfer to
part-time studies for only one semester, rather than be forced to do so for two, to assist
students who need temporary relief from heavy course loads for any reason.
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•

•

•

Push for the underload policy developed during the COVID-19 pandemic to become a
permanent option for undergraduates, allowing students more flexibility in handling their
education at their own pace.
Advocate for more discussion amongst advisors and their students about withdrawal and
part-time studies as viable options, instead of last resorts. Through this, we hope to reduce
stigma surrounding these steps.
Work with the Office of Student Scholarships and Aid to prevent course and university
withdrawal from jeopardizing student aid.

Reduce TA Grade Discrepancy
For many students, their grades are dependent on which teaching assistant (TA) they receive for a
course. Grade discrepancies across TAs threaten the integrity of students’ transcripts and have the
potential to greatly disadvantage students’ applications to scholarships, post-UNC education, and
jobs. Additionally, TAs’ workloads could be reduced by increasing clarity in grading instructions.
To accomplish this, we will:
•

Push to establish universal grading rubrics to combat variation in teaching assistants. We
will collaborate with administration and the various academic deans to implement the most
viable version of this policy; one that sets specific expectations for graders while not
overburdening professors. Through this, transparency and consistency will be prioritized,
thus better representing equal grade distribution.

University Sponsored Grade Distribution Database
When enrolling in courses during registration, students are not provided with the necessary
resources to research and compare the grade-spread of professors. Many other universities handle
this through providing university-sponsored databases for professors’ grade distributions. For
example, North Carolina State University provides their students with a university-sponsored
program called Gradient, allowing students to track the course grade-spread of individual
professors at the university. In order to match this level of academic transparency between a
university and its students, we will: .
•

Establish a grade distribution database accessible to students and faculty alike. This will
allow students to better assess which courses to take, as well as give students more
evidence-based protection from uneven grading practices.

Expand ARS Assignment Resources
The Accessibility Resources and Services Office (ARS) is an essential aspect of Carolina student
learning and success at all levels through accommodating individuals with disabilities and medical
conditions. However, many students are either unaware of the potential resources available to
them or are unsure how to properly report their accommodations to professors. This is especially
true for individual assignments and lecture materials for which there exists no formal procedure
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for addressing short-term accommodations. In order to expand the visibility, resources, and reach
of the ARS to better assist students, we will:
•
•

Work in conjunction with UNC faculty in order to ensure students in their courses are made
aware of potential resources.
Coordinate a restructure of the procedures for requesting and communicating individual
assignment accommodations.
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Carolina Community
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Arts
This past year has shown us how important the arts truly are to our society. In times of happiness
or sadness, we often turn to activities like listening to music, dancing, playing music, painting,
among other art forms. However, many students at UNC are under-informed about the
opportunities present in the arts or believe that in order to participate in the arts you need a major.
This is not the case at all. We want to implement the following policies to ensure the arts at UNC are
accessible to all students who wish to participate, no matter the level.

Collaborate with Arts Everywhere Initiative
The Art majors and programs are comparatively less visible than other students on campus. The
Arts Everywhere Initiative, established in 2016 with the support of Former Chancellor Carol L. Folt,
was developed to help bring visibility to arts initiatives on campus. It assists with funding, events
(such as Football Gameday), inter-department coordination, and the first-year experience.
•

We will push to expand Arts Everywhere Day (Arts-Fest). Providing a venue for multiple
student arts organizations to showcase their work, we will seek to provide Arts Everywhere
Day with more resources to expand the showcase to more organizations.

Art Supply Accessibility
No student should be deterred from pursuing their studies by the costs of education, but arts
students face significantly high costs for their materials and supplies. We will push for greater
accessibility of classroom resources by collaborating with the Music Library and Student Stores. We
believe that costs should not be a deterrent for students to pursue the arts and will work to
alleviate these pressures in the following ways.
•
•

•

By working in conjunction with Academic Affairs, we will mandate the Course features tab
on Sakai and ensure teachers include the costs of required materials.
We will work with the various Arts Departments to create an Arts Pantry to which
graduating students can donate arts supplies they will no longer use. Furthermore, we will
begin conversations about redirecting Makerspace funds to include art supplies for students
We will collaborate with ITS to ensure that all students are provided the programs needed
for class free of charge.

Career Gateways
We will advocate for greater opportunities for students to pursue arts-related careers by
collaborating with the University Career Services and respective arts departments. We will push
UNC to improve students’ ability to gain exposure for their work, asking student groups to display
and perform their work at various events. Additionally, we will work with the administration, the
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various arts Departments, as well as the Office of Development to petition UNC supporters and
donors to attend such events for visibility and profit if they sell their work.
•

•

We will collaborate with University Career Services to create programs for connecting arts
students with graduated alumni, significant arts employers, and building career skills
specialized for performance careers. We also wish for this programming to include
transition services for graduating arts students as they leave Carolina.
We will collaborate with University Career Services to include programming that connects
arts organizations with patrons within the Carolina community, such as Orange County Arts
Commission and Hillsborough Arts Council.

Reservation Accessibility
Arts organizations on campus find serious difficulty in reserving spaces appropriate for their work.
We will push for greater accessibility of on-campus spaces for organizations by revamping the
ReserveCarolina website. Such a system will benefit all students, inside and outside the arts, since
we all need to use these spaces for our extracurriculars.
•

This revamp will aim to create a more user-friendly filtration system that can account for
performing arts-related organizations. It should detail the attributes of the space, such as
availability of mirrors and the acoustics of the space, as well as account for different levels
of accessibility. We propose that the website additionally contain a comment system to
increase usage and expand student knowledge of available rooms.

Expanding the Arts Coalition Project
Arts students often have difficulty representing their collective voice. Only recently having a
committee in student government, and representing diverse and varied interests, their collective
wishes often go unseen or unsearched for. The Moseley Administration helped create and promote
the Arts Coalition Project, which aims to bring together arts organizations on campus to strengthen
their collective community. This initiative is an excellent step towards expanding the reach of the
Arts on campus and we will continue the Project and improve where necessary.
•

•

Collaborating with the Department of Music’s Ambassador program will help establish a
means by which the Arts Coalition can pursue arts initiatives and represent Arts students.
Ambassadors will work through the coalition to represent arts students’ perspectives,
advertise student work, and connect arts organizations to one another.
The Arts Coalition will also seek to unite the arts through inter-departmental initiatives
amongst Carolina’s academic arts programs. It will provide a place for arts students to plan
arts events, voice concerns, and address issues of arts students as a whole. Such a place will
be cognizant of all voices, those of majors and non-majors.
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Sustainability
Climate change is one of the most pressing issues of our generation, and if we all don’t take
immediate, impactful action to combat it we will face dire consequences in the very near future. The
effects of burning fossil fuels and pollution already affect us as a society, leading to increased
natural disasters and harming marginalized communities that live in low-income areas. We as a
university have a responsibility to our community and to the world to implement bold
environmental initiatives to save our planet. Below are some of the ways the Javvadi
Administration plans on doing that.

Administrative Accountability
The Three Zeros Initiative aims to reduce the University’s environmental footprint by setting three
clear-cut goals: net-zero water usage, zero waste to landfills, and net-zero greenhouse gas
emissions. Announced over a decade ago and officially launched in 2016, UNC has still not released
a concrete plan for how to accomplish these goals. Organizing efforts by both students and the
Chapel Hill-Carrboro community have been consistently ignored or redirected. While the University
has clearly appeared willing on smaller scales to implement sustainable practices, without a
financially-backed, large-scale plan for implementation, any initiative to reduce the University’s
environmental impact will fizzle out.
•

•

We will work with student and community organizers to push for a concrete plan from the
University for both immediate and continued reduction to its environmental impact, as well
as support reparations for those directly affected by the University’s past, present, and
future environmental decisions. In particular, any such plan should center environmental
justice for both the Carolina community and North Carolina as a whole.
Upon release of the plan, we will work with and listen to community members to ensure the
plan is executed in such a way that abides by both the intent and associated impact of
environmental justice. To that end, we will make publicly available semester reports on
University actions that both work toward and hinder progress toward set goals.

Dining Services and Food Waste
Many students rely on UNC’s dining halls to provide them with healthy, sustainable, and affordable
meals. However, in 2016, at least one quarter of UNC students were food insecure, meaning that
they didn’t have access to such meals. Our plans to address food waste and insecurity are already
outlined in our Affordability policy, but to help improve sustainability in CDS, we plan to:
•

Advocate for the removal of all free plastic and paper bags on campus. Carolina should
provide all students who purchase a meal plan with a reusable bag and have extra available
for purchase at request.
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Investing in Clean Energy
Clean energy has the capability to provide UNC with an environmentally friendly alternative to
energy demands. The nearby cogeneration plant negatively affects the health of students,
employees, and local residents. Many students and local community members are pushing for the
full shut-down of this plant, and their demands should be listened to. In accordance with this, we
will:
•

•

•

Organize various student and community protest groups to create a unified collectiveaction group to more broadly develop solutions to UNC’s cogeneration plant. This unified
collective-action group would carry the full weight of both student- and community-led
initiatives and allows for a broader outreach program to educate other students on the
Cogeneration plant’s negative effects.
Collaborate with the Renewable Energy Special Projects Committee (RESPC) to connect
them with the collective action group, so that RESPC’s projects may be driven by community
involvement and ensure an easier transition to a completely renewable Carolina.
Push for the University to set aside money for a multi-million dollar ‘Green Fund’ that will
be used to develop renewable energy and energy efficiency projects and center a carbonfree UNC. While total shutdown of the cogeneration plant is ideal for the Chapel Hill and
Carrboro community, if UNC does not address its energy needs in a clean and
environmentally friendly manner as part of this transition away from coal and natural gas,
the environmental impacts of the cogeneration plant may simply be offset to another part of
North Carolina.

Divesting from Fossil Fuels
While it is essential that UNC ensures its energy needs are met by clean and renewable sources, it is
equally important that the University does not fund and support fossil fuel usage in other parts of
the country. For decades, the divestment movement has been active at colleges across the country,
and UNC is no different. In order to support the national environmental justice movement and
transition away from all fossil fuels, we will:
•

•

Demand the University stop investing in all companies directly associated with the
production of fossil fuels. These funds should be reinvested in reparations for the
surrounding Carolina community, as well as other environmental justice projects that result
from active and continued discussions with this community.
Push for the University to officially adopt an Environmental, Social, and Corporate (ESG)
governance strategy. With the adoption of this strategy, we will work with UNC students
and Chapel Hill-Carrboro community members to ensure all environmental and social
factors are taken into account in investment decision-making.
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Civic Engagement
UNC has a very important role to play in the Chapel Hill community. As community members of
Chapel Hill, we have a responsibility to uplift our peers and do our best to give back to the
community that makes our lives as students here possible, especially when the presence of college
students is often disruptive in local neighborhoods. To that extent, the Javvadi Administration will
implement the following policies to engage with our community and continue to strengthen our
service in Chapel Hill.

Prioritizing Voter Registration

Under the Javvadi Administration, increasing voter registration and information will be a high
priority throughout the year. This will be accomplished in several ways:
•
•
•

Coordinating with the Resident Hall Association to deliver voter registration forms to oncampus students at the beginning of the year
Conducting information campaigns regarding local and state elections throughout the year
Providing a variety of options for students with accessibility needs

Promoting Student Activism
The Javvadi Administration will strive to celebrate and promote the efforts of student activists on
behalf of their respective communities. Some specific steps will include:
•
•
•

Increasing lines of communication between Student Government and student activist
organizations
Highlighting student activist efforts in student government publication materials to increase
awareness of student-led initiatives
Holding one event during each semester with the goal of celebrating student activism

Highlighting Racial Injustice
Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools has one of the largest achievement gaps between black students
and white students, in addition to Hispanic students and white students, in the country. As a
premier university with a vested interest in education, we believe it is paramount that the Civic
Engagement Committee raise awareness of the achievement gaps in our local schools and facilitate
action by the local government to address education inequality. To achieve this, we will:
•

•

Work with academic departments and existing university programs to provide free
educational resources to students in the area to help combat this achievement gap
Work with student organizations to boost publicity of tutoring programs and resources and
encourage student government officials to participate in these programs
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International/Transfer/First-Year/OOS
College is a time of significant change for most students, and the transition into a university as big
as Carolina can be quite daunting with all the different decisions to be made. This transition is made
even more difficult for students who transfer from another university, come from a different state,
or come from a different country (in some cases a combination of the three). It is essential that
Carolina provides all of our students with all the resources they need to settle in and succeed here,
which is why addressing the needs of international, transfer, first-year, and out of state students
will be a priority of the Javvadi Administration.

Incorporating Voices
The most necessary part of solving any problem is including people at the table who consistently
face the problem. There currently is not a space within the Undergraduate Executive Branch
specifically for transfer, international, or out of state students to voice their needs. Due to this, we
will:
•

•
•

Turn the First Year Focus Council into an Incoming Student Council to support new transfer
students as well
Add an International and OOS students committee to address the specific needs of these
students, as they currently have no real representation in executive branch
Ensure the majority of the representation on each of these bodies is from the listed student
groups to ensure true representation

Empowering International Students

International students often struggle to find professional opportunities due to visa complications
with potential employers. Due to this, the Javvadi Administration will push to:
•
•

Work with Carolina administration to schedule a regular career fair with companies that
have been cleared as international student friendly for visa purposes
Make transparent the legal services offered by UNC to help understand visa laws
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Community and State Relations
The lives of UNC students are significantly affected by factors outside of UNC, such as local realtors
and businesses, as well as local, state, and federal government. To not consider these factors in a
student’s education would be ignorant of the holistic student experience, as there are often legal,
political, and financial barriers to success for students that are outside the immediate control of the
university. Due to this, the Javvadi administration will push for the following policies, in addition to
general advocacy for policies in this area.

Establish a Mayor’s Advisory Council
There has been a sense of disengagement between UNC and the external community of Chapel Hill
for years, and the Javvadi Administration will continue the work of the Moseley Administration to
push for a more inclusive, transparent, and communicative environment throughout the
community by continuing the Mayor’s Advisory Council project.
•

•

•

The Mayor’s Advisory Council will serve as an investment in the future of UNC and the
Town of Chapel Hill by launching a multi-year initiative to provide the mayor both counsel
and insight into the needs of the student population.
In creating the Council, State and External Affairs will ensure representation from across
campus by reaching out directly to student organizations to identify interested members
and limiting the number of SEA/student government members that may serve on the
Council. This outreach will include both undergraduate and graduate organizations, with a
focus on cultivating a group with broad backgrounds and experiences.
The Advisory Council will meet monthly with the mayor.

Develop a “Rate my Landlord” Web App to Help Students
Find Safe and Affordable Housing
UNC Students currently face numerous problems with finding affordable housing options,
especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. The Javvadi Administration will continue the Moseley
Administration’s work to gather data on housing options to create an accessible system to aid the
process of finding affordable housing
•
•
•

SEA has already found a system called “Whose Your Landlord” in Philly to model the
website after and will increase data collection from students to create a cohesive database
The Javvadi Administration will recruit CS majors and any students with web design
experience to develop this platform
The Javvadi Administration is aware that finding affordable housing in Chapel Hill can be a
difficult and stressful situation for many students so, SEA will collaborate with other areas
of Student Government to create a Housing Fund for students in need of financial aid.
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Ensure Strong Go Local Program and Resources to Aid
International Students
COVID-19 has created uncertainties and challenges for many of UNC’s over 1,700 students from
over 40 countries. The Javvadi Administration will increase policy initiatives addressing the issues
faced by international students so that they are able to have a safe and successful college
experience and integrate into the new culture.
•

•
•

The Javvadi Administration will create an official International Relations division within
SEA to promote policy research and advocacy for international students and continue upon
the previous research done by the Moseley Administration.
SEA will improve and expand the Go Local Program to facilitate relations with potential
international students and generate partnerships with international universities.
The Javvadi Administration will create resources to help international students transition to
UNC, including help with navigating F1 visas.

Improve Student Relations with Local, State, and Federal
Officials
The pandemic has strained student relations with many officials, and the Javvadi Administration
will emphasize rebuilding these relationships to expand connections and champion student voices
across multiple levels.
•

•

•

•

•

State and External Affairs will continue to host a Lobbying 101 workshop connecting State
and External Affairs with student organizations, professional lobbyists, and a state legislator
to learn about more effective lobbying practices. The Javvadi Administration will continue
this annual event from the Martin Administration and increase the reach of student
organizations in attendance.
The Javvadi Administration will maintain contact with the UNC System State Government
Relations office to remain aware of its budget priorities and legislative proposals.
Additionally, we will publish a 30 annual legislative agenda incorporating proposals from
the State Government Relations office and other identified needs of the student body.
SEA leadership has built a good relationship with the director and assistant director of the
UNC office of Federal Affairs this school year, and the Javvadi Administration intends to
continue and strengthen that relationship in order for student leaders to remain aware and
understanding of the university’s federal priorities.
SEA members will regularly attend Chapel Hill Town Council meetings to understand how
Chapel Hill issues impact UNC students. SEA will also connect with Town Council members
to gain support of student initiatives, such as the Mayor’s Advisory Council, increasing
availability of parking, sustainability initiatives, and promoting activism.
The Javvadi Administration will continue its partnership with Downtown Chapel Hill
officials and Orange County Health Department to increase safety of all students and reduce
violent crimes. A core element of the new administration will also be to gather data on
student problems to create effective solutions through these partnerships.
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